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A Synopsis of My Walk into Vintage Linen Quilts
Melody Maskus

About 4 years ago I was commissioned to create a quilt as a wedding gift for my clients'
daughter.

She brought me a pillow case stuffed with embroidered handwork (about 25 pounds worth of
items) from 5 generations of her female relatives and gave me carte blanche with the design. I

searched for nearly a year for any kind of information or classes about doing something like this
and had no success. Everything I already knew about caring for and working with vintage linens
through my repair and restoration work is what I tapped into for this undertaking.

I utilized a template system from the 'Too Cool T-Shirt" book for cutting these linens into sizes

and shapes for piecing. All other techniques used to include cut-work, doilies, fragile linens,
and textured/dimensional work are ones that I developed.

Additionally, I use very little contemporary or currently manufactured fabrics in these pieces.

Excess fabric from items the handwork is taken from, is what is used to create the open space
of the quilt. This keeps most materials within the body of work, of the same age, texture and
wear... to maintain a structural integrity if you will. While I strive to use only vintage materials
in these quilts, I am not opposed to adding a small percentage of currently manufactured
fabrics. The purpose of these small amount of newer fabrics is specifically used to introduce
color breaks and accents to the overall design. Structural integrity is obtained within the
construction methods used to secure finer or more delicate pieces.

Long arm quilting this project brought another level of design into play, much as it does for any
quilt. I used the handwork motifs as inspiration for how to quilt the open spaces on the quilt.
More traditional shapes and motifs work better within this type of work. There was little
special attention needed for the fabrics except where dimensional accents were placed. Lace

and crocheted edges, trapunto, open weave and cutwork are all included in this type of project.



Vintage Linen Program

With Class SuPPlv List

VintaEe Linens Program:

Oo yo, have linens in your closet that were handed down to you from

family members? Things like embroidered pillow cases, dresser

scarves, sofa and arm chair covers? Perhaps table clothes or even

doilies made by loved ones of long ago? And if so.... are they treasured

items, but something that no one uses anymore?

Well, make sure to join Melody Maskus as she recounts her journey

into the world of bringing these rovely pieces of handwork back to

current day use. you will learn the story of how she began her love

affair with all types of needlework, and who her inspirations were. She

will share with you the tricks and tips that she has learned when using

these linens to create new and useful everyday items, while retaining

the integrity and beauty of the original product'

Additionally, she will share the products she uses to brighten, remove

stains and refresh these linens before using them to create beautiful,

one-of-a-kind quilts, wall hangings and other items.

General sewing supplies for the Vintage Linen Class:

Machine, seam ripper, cutting tools {scissors, mat, ruler & rotary

cutter, etc.) Please check your blades to make sure they are sharp' Any

other sewing supplies that a.re helpful to you'

Template set from "Too Cool T-shirt Quilt" author, Andrea Frick
*you will want a variety of rulers and squares if you don't

plan on purchasing the templates that will be for sale during the

class.

Class Preparation:
Gather the linens that you m?y have at home. Leave them uncut! Be

sure to include items that are'dpmaged and stained! Many of these

have some amount of usefut areas that can be incorporated into the



body of the piece being created. Don't be afraid to use pieces that
have crochet, fillet or cutwork in them. They ALL can be used!

lf you don't have many linens of your own, stop by local antique stores
or visit a garage sale or estate sale to see what may be available to
round out your collection !

Also, if there is time before class, you can atso try some of the cteaning
products Melody suggests using that will be for sale at the guild
meeting. lf your linens need a bit of "freshening", you'll want to do this
before cutting into them.

Fabric Requirements
This is a unique project, AND process! you don't need to add any
additional fabrics;
U N LESS:

. YOU choose to add additional colors to the overall scheme of the
project; OR,

. There are linens with cutwgrk, fillet or other open-work within
the area you'd like to include. THESE areas will need a "back-
drop" to the open areas and can be either a fabric of a different
color to coordinate with the threadwork around the open areas,
or, fabric used from another area of the same article to preserve
the feel and weight of the overall piece.

*FYI:

Items that I will have for sale:
Template sets {takes ALL the math out of figuring "what" wiil fit
"where");
Cleaning products for vintage linens.



Vintaee Linen Supplv List & Prep for Class

General sewing supplies:
Machine, seam ripper, cutting tools, scissors + mat (large mat is

helpful), ruler & rotary cutter with a new, sharp blade. Don't forget
thread !

Proiect Specific Supplies:
. You will need a large assortment of vintage linens. UNCUT!

Please bring them whole to class. Pillowcases, table cloths,
dresser scarves, sofa & chair covers, doilies...they all work!

. I highly recommend purchasing the T-Shirt Template set that I

have available for purchase. This template system is key to
making all your pieces fit beautifully together, with NO Math or
figuring involved.

o lF you choose to incorporate other fabrics or quilt blocks,
you will need to bring them up to a size that fits within the
template system used. For that...you will need to do a bit of
math.

Prep for Class:

Make sure all your linens to be used are as clean as possible.

Having said that, understand that over time, stains-marks-tears-and
worn areas all happen. This does NOT eliminate them from being used!
Bring them all to class and you will learn how to either work around
their flaws, or how to tastefully incorporate them (flaws and all) into
project.

Retro Clean laundry powder.
I highly recommend using this cleaning product. lt is

designed specifically for safely cleaning vintage linens. lt is a very good
product and useful for more than just old textiles.


